
Enabling better marketing 
outcomes with ads that click 
to WhatsApp
Learn how to better engage customers post-click 
with the WhatsApp Business Platform.
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In today’s digital-first world, many companies are doubling 
down on marketing and advertising channels to attract 
new customers and engage broader audiences. In fact, 
Forrester research shows that 60% of B2B marketing 
organizations are planning to increase their customer 
engagement spending.1 What’s more, enterprise 
businesses are currently spending billions on ads—
that is, over 600 billion.2 A truly staggering number.

But the truth is, for many enterprise businesses, a hefty 
digital advertising spend across high-reach platforms3 is 
considered a given in order to gain market share. Spending 
more on ads just to be a player in the digital space is a 
reality for many businesses, especially those who need 
to generate brand awareness and drive discovery of new 
products. With that in mind, we’d like to pose a question:

Globally,

66%
of online adults say they are more likely to 
do business with/purchase from a company 
that they can contact via messaging.4

If your business is spending billions on 
ads, how do you know you’re getting 
the most out of your spend?

What if your digital ads not only reached a wider 
audience, but also captured more qualified leads
while driving sales and post-click engagement—
all on a channel your customers already use?

The WhatsApp Business Platform can help 
you do this and more, making it a must-have 
tool to keep in your marketing toolbox. 

Source: 1. “Great Balls of Fire! Customer Engagement Is On Your CMO’s Radar” by Forrester, June 2022. 2. “Digital Advertising Spending Worldwide from 2021 to 2026” by 
Statista, July 2022. 3. “Distribution of Instagram users worldwide as of April 2022, by age group” by Statista, May 2022. 4. Business Messaging Usage Research by Kantar 
(Meta commissioned online study of 5,504 online adults in BR, MX, ID, TH, VN, UK, DE, ES, DR, IN, US), April 2022.

https://www.forrester.com/blogs/great-balls-of-fire-customer-engagement-is-on-your-cmos-radar/?ref_search=0_1658944102168
https://www.forrester.com/blogs/great-balls-of-fire-customer-engagement-is-on-your-cmos-radar/?ref_search=0_1658944102168
https://www.forrester.com/blogs/great-balls-of-fire-customer-engagement-is-on-your-cmos-radar/?ref_search=0_1658944102168
https://www.statista.com/statistics/237974/online-advertising-spending-worldwide/#:~:text=Digital%20advertising%20spending%20worldwide%20%E2%80%93%20which,billion%20U.S.%20dollars%20by%202024.
https://www.statista.com/statistics/325587/instagram-global-age-group/#:~:text=Instagram%20users,most%20popular%20social%20networks%20worldwide.
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You might already have experience using our platform 
to help drive better customer care outcomes, but did 
you know that you could be using it as a full-funnel 
marketing solution as well? The good news is, you can 
be doing more with the API—and we’re here to help.

61%

By using the WhatsApp Business Platform as an enterprise 
marketing tool, you can provide seamless, full-funnel 
conversations to build long-lasting customer relationships 
and unlock future growth. WhatsApp is a high-reach 
platform with over two billion users today,2 and WhatsApp 
messages are also high-converting.3 So your business 
can not only reach more potential customers, but also 
better engage, qualify and nurture them to sale.

The benefits of using the 
WhatsApp Business Platform 
as a marketing channel

All of this helps your business foster stronger, 
more personalized interactions with your 
customers—the key is letting your customers 
know they can connect with you on WhatsApp.

The best way to do this? Ads that click to WhatsApp.

Ads that click to WhatsApp are a smart, easy 
complement to help you get more out of your 
marketing investment, helping you deliver 
an engaging conversational experience that 
connects with your customers from the top 
to the bottom of the marketing funnel.

You can use WhatsApp conversations 
to engage customers with:

Product recommendations

Back-in-stock alerts

Timely offers

Informational updates and reminders

Customer service and support

In Sinch’s survey of over 350 businesses worldwide,

said that WhatsApp was a key channel for 
conversational customer engagement.1

Source: 1. “5 Reasons Why You Should Use WhatsApp Business Messaging to Engage Customers.” Sinch, 15 June 2022. 2. “14 WhatsApp Business Statistics 
that will blow your mind” by AiSensy, August 2022. 3. “WhatsApp Statistics & Facts” by Statista, August 2022.

https://www.statista.com/topics/2018/whatsapp/#dossierKeyfigures
http://tinyurl.com/yk8w7nzs
https://www.sinch.com/blog/5-reasons-why-you-should-use-whatsapp-business-messaging-engage-customers/
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What are ads that click to 
WhatsApp and how do they 
drive marketing outcomes?
If you’re currently advertising across Meta technologies, you 
might be wondering how to increase engagement with prospects 
to build loyalty and increase the likelihood of conversion. 
Essentially, how do you engage prospective customers 
who’ve clicked your ad and nurture them down the funnel?

Here’s where ads that click to WhatsApp can help.

Ads that click to WhatsApp can help you leverage the 
reach of your ads across Facebook and Instagram to drive 
user-initiated conversations at scale. Not only will you 
drive more traffic to your WhatsApp channel, but you can
also use conversations to help drive more qualified leads, 
incremental sales and increased return on ad spend.1

Drive discovery and demand for your 
products across the funnel.

Reach 
Target audiences via Ads Manager by location, 
age, gender or lookalike audiences.

Engage 
Engage audiences via ad formats like carousel, 
video, images or Instagram Stories.

Facebook 
Feed

Facebook 
Marketplace

Instagram 
feed

Develop 
Optimize delivery of ads for more conversations on 
WhatsApp via the messages or link click objectives.

When you use ads that click to WhatsApp across the customer 
journey, you have the opportunity to drive user-initiated 
conversations while also controlling the target audience and 
kinds of conversations. This makes it easier to assist—and 
later convert—potential customers. We’ll show you how.

There are many ways to drive people to a WhatsApp conversation. 
They can happen across diffe ent channels and platforms, and 
across the entire marketing funnel. Ads are just one component, 
among many, that leads to a comprehensive WhatsApp strategy.

4

Source: 1. “The Total Economic Impact of Meta Business Messaging for Customer Care” 
A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Meta, May 2022.
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Website contact form

Other methods can be:

Web page icon QR code on  
product packaging

Click-to-chat link on your 
business’ social pages

Once someone starts a conversation with your business from one of 
these entrypoints, including your digital ads, they can send user-initiated 
messages at any time with product inquiries or general questions, giving 
your business a direct line to engage with potential customers.

From there, your business can request opt-in from a potential customer 
to send them relevant and timely offers, back-in-stock alerts, suggested
products based on their interests and more. WhatsApp Business Platform 
integrates with your marketing tools, allowing you to send automated 
messages via WhatsApp with personalized offers. The solution also
includes features like CTA buttons and media-rich messages to make 
conversations more engaging and repeat business more likely.

Because WhatsApp messages have a higher conversion rate than SMS,1 
your business can use ads that click to WhatsApp to get more qualified
leads, drive sales and build customer loyalty. Let’s dive a bit deeper.

Measure

Measure results beyond 
the conversations.

Drive discovery 
and demand

Drive discovery and 
demand for your products 
and services with 
engaging creatives.

Optimize

Optimize delivery for more 
conversations, leveraging 
algorithms that enable 
campaigns that perform 
better over time.

Expand

Expand awareness 
of your WhatsApp 
presence and offering
to new audiences.

Source: 1. “14 WhatsApp Business Statistics that will blow your mind” by AiSensy, August 2022.

https://m.aisensy.com/blog/whatsapp-statistics-for-businesses/#:~:text=While%20the%20conversion%20rates%20of,users%20click%20%26%20convert%20into%20customers.
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and leads will be their top challenge in 2022.1 Rather than 
a “spray and pay” approach to your digital spend, you can 
ensure that you’re getting the most from your investment 
by taking a more targeted approach. Ads that click to 
WhatsApp can help you reach new audiences across 
digital channels to drive product discovery, while helping 
to qualify leads through a WhatsApp conversation.

By using Ads Manager to create quality ads targeted by 
age, region, language and more, you can help generate 
awareness for new and existing products, while leveraging 
the power of messaging to chat with potential customers 
and qualify them post-click. But that’s just the beginning; 
By measuring their intent and urgency through a WhatsApp 
conversation, you can get more insight into the quality of 
your leads and address their inquiries to increase intent.

More than just helping to qualify leads, WhatsApp 
empowers you to nurture them at scale. Conversations via 
WhatsApp help customers find the right products for their 
needs, on their schedule, and answer any questions so 
customers feel ready to make their purchase and convert.

Reach new and more targeted 
audiences via Ads Manager.

Capture more,  
better-qualified leads

Drive product awareness 
and consideration.

Source: 1. “The Top 7 Marketing Challenges Faced Globally in 2022 by HubSpot, August 2022.

27%
of marketers across industries believe generating traffic

Get more from your 
ad spend.

https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/33820/5-major-challenges-marketers-face-and-how-to-solve-them.aspx
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/33820/5-major-challenges-marketers-face-and-how-to-solve-them.aspx
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Capturing interest to generate leads is just the beginning. 
By leveraging AI and chatbots to answer FAQs and 
product inquiries, your business can not only reduce 
inbound call volume, but also save live agents for 
high-intent customers that are likely to convert. After 
a customer has the info they need, with the right 
integrations, they can even place their order in-chat.

But the conversation doesn’t stop there. When a customer 
opts-in to messages from your business, they can stay 
informed post-purchase via back-in-stock alerts, relevant 
discounts and offers and new product notifications

Awareness

Ad introduces 
product/business 
on social media.

Consideration

Ad drives user to 
sales consultation 

experience.

Purchase

Ad drives user to 
product purchase.

Care

Ad drives user to 
customer service 

experience, which can 
encourage future use.

Loyalty

Ad directs loyalty 
members to discover 

special deals.

Pre-purchase Purchase Post-purchase

“With WhatsApp, we realized there was a 30% conversion 
to sale. This is higher than SMS. WhatsApp is much 
more effective because the open rate is higher.”  
 —Product manager, supermarket space, EMEA1

“We have a 10% conversion rate in WhatsApp and this 
is pretty high compared to other channels.” 

 —Business development specialist, clothing, EMEA1

Source: 1. “The Total Economic Impact of Meta Business Messaging for Customer Care” A commis-
sioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Meta, May 2022.

Drive sales for high-
consideration products.

Leverage chatbots to answer 
product inquiries 24/7.

Drive product consideration.

Send timely and relevant offers to customers
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Upsell and cross-sell across 
the customer journey.

After a customer starts a conversation from an ad that clicks 
to WhatsApp, your business can request their opt-in in order 
to send relevant offers and deals. To help potential 
customers find the perfect product for them, you can leverage 
both upsell and cross-sell opportunities in-chat—by offering 
similar or related, personalized product recommendations 
and helping them get everything they need before checkout. 
You can create these opportunities across different points of 
the conversation to make the most out of your interactions.

“With WhatsApp, we are seeing a new revenue stream. If 
we continue to invest, if we think of additional creative 
ideas—we get more orders. We’re still on the journey. We 
try to have engaging content with the WhatsApp chatbot. 
When the notice is sent that the order is delivered, we 
can also have an option to check out our latest deals.”
 —Associate director, home goods, APAC1

Build customer loyalty.

Your interaction with a customer doesn’t have to end 
when they click “Purchase.” In fact, the best way to foster 
closer relationships with customers and build loyalty is to 
let them know their purchase matters. Keep customers 
coming back with a digital coupon for their next purchase, 
a notification that their package has arrived or a link to
a customer satisfaction survey. As always, ensure that 
your messages to customers are expected, timely and 
personalized to their interests. With WhatsApp, you 
can let customers know you’re available to pick up the 
conversation at any time, so they never feel disconnected.

Source: 1. “The Total Economic Impact of Meta Business Messaging for Customer 
Care” A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of 
Meta, May 2022.

Create expected, timely and relevant messages.

Build trust through personalized 
messages and offers

Offer a direct line of communication for customers.

Drive product consideration.

Leverage upsell opportunities during product inquiries.

Create cross-sell opportunities in-chat.
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How can your business use ads that click to 
WhatsApp to help drive marketing outcomes?
Let’s dive into some examples to show how ads that click to WhatsApp work in action.

Say your business is looking to use Instagram 
ads to increase sales and bring new and returning 
customers into your ecommerce business. You 
need a high-converting solution, and one that 
supports personalized connections with customers 
across your funnel. What steps do you take?

Solution 
By using your digital spend to create ads that click 
to WhatsApp, prospects who are interested in your 
products can click a “Chat now” CTA to engage directly 
with your business. They’re greeted by an automated 
message asking them to opt-in to promotional 
messages in order to receive a personalized offer
for their first purchase. After they check out, your 
customer receives a message confirming their order 
and thanking them for their purchase. A week later, you 
send a message asking how they’re enjoying their new 
product and introducing similar items you think they’d 
like, helping them stay engaged and increasing the 
chances of a return purchase.

Here’s another example: Your business has been advertising 
across various digital platforms, but generating very few 
leads and not very many conversions post-click. You’re 
getting the reach, but when it comes time for customers to 
make a decision to buy, you’re seeing a dropoff with fewer
conversions than you’d like. What can you do to re-engage?

Solution 
Your business decides to create an ads that click to 
WhatsApp campaign using entrypoints on your social 
channels and website contact form. After sending an initial 
message to your business and opting in, customers can 
have live, personalized conversations directly in-chat. They 
can ask questions about products they’re unsure about 
and get help immediately, helping them to become a more 
high-interest lead. Your business re-engages potential 
customers with media messages, special offers and
personalized product lists to help move them through the 
funnel. To make sure your customers are completely satisfied
after their purchase, your business sends a message 
with a link to a customer satisfaction survey, fostering 
brand loyalty and stronger, longer-lasting relationships.

01 02
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Not convinced yet? Check out the success these businesses have seen 
driving better marketing outcomes with ads that click to WhatsApp.

Hyundai Motor Brasil

Problem

Solution   

Benefits Through their “Ousadia” campaign, Hyundai Brasil was able to achieve:
• 3.9 million people reached across Facebook and Instagram1

• 15,000+ WhatsApp conversations started1

Knowing many of their potential customers already used WhatsApp, Hyundai 
Brasil partnered with us to integrate WhatsApp into their campaign strategy. 
They ran campaigns highlighting the features of the new HB20, naming the 
campaign “Ousadia,” which means “daring” in Portuguese. The campaign 
ran on Facebook, Instagram, and Messenger with ads that, when clicked, 
would lead people to chat directly with Hyundai Brasil on WhatsApp.

Hyundai Brasil wanted to spread awareness about the launch of its latest car 
model, the revamped version of the classic HB20. They were looking for a 
way to increase customer awareness without overly-intrusive marketing. 

“The WhatsApp Business Platform is a revolutionary tool that has 
changed the way we drive leads in the automobile industry. It is reliable, 
convenient and allows us to securely engage with valuable customers.” 

— Jan Telecki, Head of Marketing, Hyundai Motor Brasil

Source: 1. Hyundai Motor Brasil success story, 2020. Results are unique and are provided by the featured business. Success story results 
will vary, as they depend on a variety of factors.

Success stories from businesses already 
using ads that click to WhatsApp
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“WhatsApp Business Platform provides opportunities for the banking and 
financial services industry, especially for Bank Mandiri, by enabling 
convenient digital customer services while improving business performance.”

— Sunarto Xie, Senior Vice President, Bank Mandiri

Source: 1. Bank Mandiri success story, Jan 2022. Results are unique and are provided by the featured business. Success story results 
will vary, as they depend on a variety of factors.

Bank Mandiri

Problem

Solution 

Benefits In 2021 Bank Mandiri was able to achieve their initial goals through their 
WhatsApp partnership, including:
• 42% increase in net margin interest income through WhatsApp1

• 56% more credit card applicants respond to verification notifications1

• 37% of all conversions via WhatsApp1

• WhatsApp became the #1 channel for conversions over SMS, 
telesales, call center, website and mobile app.1

Bank Mandiri, the largest bank in Indonesia, wanted to re-engage their existing 
customers to boost credit card sales. Their goal was to drive conversions 
in credit card applications and installment payments for business growth, 
increase credit card transaction volumes and interest incomes and provide an 
efficient way for applicants to verify submitted credit card applications.

In partnership with Damcorp and the WhatsApp Business Platform, the bank 
integrated its recognizable phone number with our API to create push 
notifications that lead directly to WhatsApp messages. Using their existing 
customer data, Bank Mandiri created campaigns to send each opted-in credit 
card customer push notifications to enroll in their installment program. By using 
URLs sent via WhatsApp messages, they were able to eliminate the need for 
agent phone calls when verifying large transactions.
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“The WhatsApp Business Platform allowed us to easily reach a large number 
of people. Customers could access our WhatsApp service by clicking on ads 
that took them to the chat, where we could provide them with personalized 
service and help them make the right purchasing decisions for their business.” 

— Rodolfo Luz, Marketing Manager, Stone

Source: 1. “WhatsApp in Brazil- Statistics & Facts” by Statista, August 2022. 2. Stone success story, 2020. Results are unique and are 
provided by the featured business. Success story results will vary, as they depend on a variety of factors.

Stone

Problem

Solution   

Benefits After implementing their new campaigns, Stone saw measurable impact:
• 5X lower cost per acquisition with ads that click to WhatsApp compared to

other online conversion campaigns2

• 6,000+ WhatsApp conversations started between October-November 20192

• Increased reach to Brazilian business owners between the ages of 20-602

WhatsApp’s established popularity in Brazil1 made it the perfect partner for 
expanding Stone’s reach through messaging. Stone ran ads integrated with 
WhatsApp to promote their handheld credit card payment system on Facebook. 
When clicked, the ads took people to a WhatsApp conversation with Stone, 
allowing them to speak with them directly. Through these conversations, 
Stone was to help customers—most of whom are small and medium-
sized companies—make the best product choices for their businesses.

Stone, a leading Brazilian financial tech provider, wanted to boost sales and 
differentiate itself from competitors. They needed a solution that would allow 
their customers to communicate with the company asynchronously, at their 
own convenience. Offering ecommerce, payment processes and point-of-
sale systems to businesses of all sizes, Stone had more than 450,000 clients 
by the end of 2019. However, they weren’t satisfied with their metrics and 
were looking to improve customer engagement through messaging.

https://www.statista.com/topics/7731/whatsapp-in-brazil/#topicHeader__wrapper
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Wrap-up
Your ads should work smarter for your business. Messaging can help your business to get much more out of your 
digital ad spend, and ads that click to WhatsApp can help you engage with customers in personalized and helpful 
conversations that help you make the sale. Get more qualified leads, drive product awareness and conversions, 
nurture customers throughout the funnel and build better connections. You can start now by taking control over the 
success of your ads, and integrating messaging across the customer journey with ads that click to WhatsApp.

To learn more about how you can leverage ads that click to WhatsApp,  
read our client success stories and contact your BSP to get started today.

https://developers.facebook.com/success-stories/?filters%5B0%5D=business_tools&filters%5B1%5D=cms_developers_whatsapp_business_platform



